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DIRTY STORY
The case of Mr Sidney Munday, the SR guard who resigned, rather than be disciplined for taking his filthy and
vandalised train out of service, is a thoroughly miserable
one. Only Mr Munday emerges from the affair with any credit, for finally taking a stand against the disgusting condition in which some trains are put into service.
If some initiative had been shown the incident could
have been publicised as part of BR's anti-litter campaign,
but we can understand why no such initiative was taken.
Unwelcome attention might have been drawn to the quality
of train cleaning on the Southern, and, given any encouragement, guards all over the region might start taking dirty
trains out of service.
We acknowledge that much of the blame for the deplorable condition of many trains lies with the general public;
the people who leave litter all over the place, or, worse,
deface panelling and tear upholstery. However, much
could be done by the Southern to discourage this antisocial behaviour.
Firstly, if train exteriors (over which passengers have
little influence) were kept properly clean more respect
might be paid to the interiors. Not every train can pass
through a carriage washing plant every day, and several
days of bad weather can leave carriages in a very dirty
state. When carriages get particularly dirty automatic
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plants are not wholly effective. Some dirt is washed off,
but some is not rinsed away and dries onto the train again,
adding to the dirt to be washed off next time round. Perhaps the practicability of putting particularly dirty trains
through a plant twice should be examined.

Secondly, much litter in trains would not be there if bins
were provided, not just on station platforms, but on the
trains themselves. It is a vain hope to expect people to
take their litter away with them for disposal elsewhere.
Present Southern suburban stock has nowhere where litter
bins could be fitted, and we doubt that they w i l l feature in
new stock. They present a fire hazard, and extra work for
cleaning staff. As it is necessary, in any case, for carriage floors to be swept, carriages will be most quickly
cleaned if all litter is already on the floor, and not in
numerous bins that have to be specially emptied.
Thirdly, so far as "graffiti artists" are concerned, the
Southern asks for trouble with vast areas of pale-coloured
Formica in most trains. If panelling was boldly patterned
or coloured some dark shade, so that writing and drawing
did not show up particularly, vandals might well be discouraged. To quote an example, the 'Marylebone' diesel
multiple-units have dark blue and dark red panelling, and
suffer very little from graffiti, even after use on football
specials to Wembley Complex. These units have fluorescent lighting, so light-coloured panels are not necessary to
enhance dimmer incandescent lighting, as is the case on
the Southern. While not much can be done about this
immediately, new or refurbished stock must be designed
to allow easier cleaning and to discourage vandalism. In
the long term this is a far more effective measure than the
use of anti-graffiti barrier cream, which is being experimented with at present.
Fourthly, lastly, and probably most importantly, insuff68

icient staff are employed on carriage cleaning. Inability
to provide staff for relatively unskilled work during a period
of high unemployment suggests that staff are not being
taken on in order to minimise the wages bill, and that pay
is insufficient to compensate for a not particularly pleasant job and 'unsocial' hours of work. We believe that
both of these factors are at work, but it would take more
than another Editorial to examine how they could be overcome.
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MEMBERS' QUERIES

8th August 1953: Can anyone supply details of actual
train workings in and out of Waterloo on this Saturday?
Electric services were somewhat disrupted. Anyone with
information should write directly to: Mr S.A. Rocksborough
Smith, 48 Drax Avenue, LONDON SW20 0EY.
Class 33/1 multiple working : Class 33/1 locomotives
cannot be used as "converter" between Southern EMU and
'blue star' locomotive multiple control systems. The
33/1 has no means of translating the pneumatic signals
from a 'blue star' locomotive into electric signals to pass
on to an EMU. In theory there is no reason why electric
signals from an EMU could not be translated by a 33/1
into pneumatic signals to pass to another locomotive, but
this does not happen in practice. This is perhaps due to
some check or isolating valve in the 33/1 pneumatic
circuits.

BOURNEMOUTH LINE POSTSCRIPT

I am grateful to B.W. Rayner, A.G. Merrells and D.H.
Swash who have drawn attention to a number of errors in
my article on the Bournemouth line.
Class 71 & 74 locos had 33 control notches, and the full
boost notch is equivalent to full, not 1st, parallel. There
are some differences between control equipment on the
'4Rep' units and 1963 stock. Only the five coach section
of the ' 8 V A B ' had duplicated pick up shoes.
Some preparation work on '4Rep's 3012-15 was carried
out at Selhurst, and it was 3009 that achieved 115mph
(though 3015 may have done as well later).
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G.D.B.

THE EASTLEIGH

MOTOR LUGGAGE VANS

When the lines to Dover and Folkestone were electrified
in 1959 and 1961 it was decided to use multiple-units for
all boat trains except the "Golden Arrow" and the "Night
Ferry". The alternative, for boat trains to be locomotive
hauled like the ones then running to Newhaven, would have
been wasteful of rolling stock and locomotives, and less
convenient operationally at Victoria, the ports and at Folkestone East where Folkestone Harbour trains have to reverse.
The extra multiple-units required for boat trains would be
needed anyway, at other times, for rush hour workings.
Even though a 'Cep/Bep/Cep' formation includes no
less than six luggage compartments, multiple-units alone
did not have sufficient room for the large amounts of luggage conveyed on boat trains. Extra luggage vans had to be
provided. The cheapest and easiest way to do this would
have been to equip some full-brake vehicles for multiple
working and marshal I them between units on boat trains.
This would have led to the trains being slightly under
powered, which would have been most undesirable, particularly as Folkestone Harbour trains have to negotiate an
incline at 1 in 30. The marshalling of trains would not have
been convenient, and vans could not have been easily
removed from trains. Motored vans with their own driver's
cabs would overcome this difficulty, and could be used on
their own for newspaper and parcels workings if desired.

Eastleigh had
already turned out one motor luggag
numbered E68000, for the South Tyneside line in October
1955. It had been built on a standard long underframe, had
a full width driver's cab at both ends, and two luggage
compartments - 27ft 2in and 21ft 6in long - with a guard's
compartment between them. The cab was the standard BR
suburban design, incorporating destination blinds and an
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LNER type route indicator. Folding wooden seats were f i t ted inside the luggage compartments to allow the van to be
used to convey workmen. Two English Electric 250hp
traction motors were mounted on each bogie, providing
adequate power for tail traffic. Standard 1951 type electropneumatic brake and control systems were fitted.
This van had run briefly on the Southern Region, on trial
between London Bridge and Brighton during November 1955.
It was used for parcels services on Tyneside, and when the
South Shields line was de-electrified, in January 1963, it
was transferred to the Liverpool Exchange - Southport
Chapel Street line. There it became M68000M, the suffix
'M' being added in error, and was withdrawn in 1967 having
seen little use in the Liverpool area.
Although they looked similar to E68000, the motor
luggage vans built for the Southern Region were quite
different. The guard's compartment was located adjacent
to the cab at the number 1 end, and provided access to it.
Access to the number 2 end cab was via a vestibule, and
not directly from the luggage compartment, as had been the
case with E68000. The two luggage compartments were
18ft 6in and 27ft 7¾ in long, the longer one being toward the
number 1 end. Total cubic capacity was 52 and 80 cubic
yards respectively.
Traction and control equipment was very similar to the
1957 standard, save in two respects. The vans had the
facility to work away from electrified lines, into sidings
and onto quays, by means of traction batteries, and, like
E68000, they could work with vacuum braked stock. Two
English Electric 250hp traction motors were mounted on the
bogie at the number 1 end. Like the '4Cep' and '4Bep'
units, the vans could be set to run in the series control
positions only, to prevent overloading the traction motors
while climbing the incline from Folkestone Harbour. In the
normal way the automatic acceleration device would switch
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to the parallel positions as the van gathered speed.
The traction batteries provided power at 200 volts for the
traction motors, vacuum brake exhauster motors and compressors when the line supply was not available. The motorgenerator on each van had two generators; one for the usual
function of supplying power at 70 volts for auxiliary circuits
and the other for recharging the traction batteries. When
the driver selected battery traction the current collector
shoes were pneumatically raised.
When working with vacuum braked stock a motor luggage
van remained air braked itself. An air-operated vacuum
proportional valve acted such that when the van air brake
was applied a brake application of equal force was made on
the vacuum braked vehicles. This facility was not
dependent on the train being driven from the van. A van
could be marshalled in the centre of a train, converting air
brake applications in one portion into vacuum brake applications in the other, and vice-versa.
On its own a motor luggage van could haul a tail load of
100 tons gross, except between Folkestone Harbour and
Folkestone East where the limit is 50 tons gross.
Two vans were built at Eastleigh on Ashford frames, as
lot number 30458, in 1959 and a further batch of eight, lot
number 30623, followed in 1960 and 1961. The two batches
were slightly different, corresponding to 1957 phase I and
phase II stock. The first two vans were given electric
vehicle classification ' A F ' , and the subsequent ones were
'AF-1A'. Their "multiple-unit" code was MLV, though
they are not, of course, multiple-units. The vans were
numbered S68001 - S68010, and these numbers were shown
in the conventional unit number position, above the headcode panel, as well as in the usual coach number position
on the bodysides. The 'S' prefix was dropped from the cab
end numbers in about 1969. All of the vans were, and still
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are, maintained at Ramsgate depot.

With more people taking holidays abroad, and more
Continentals visiting this country, it was found that one
motor luggage van per boat train was not always adequate.
It was often necessary to add a second, which was wasteful of traction equipment, and trains so formed came close
to tripping out the circuit breakers in nearby substations

when starting. In order to provide extra space six standard,
locomotive-hauled 'BG' full-brake vehicles were adapted
to run in multiple with the ' M L V ' s . The work was carried

out at Selhurst and involved fitting the 'BG's with 27 core
control cables and jumpers, and main reservoir and brake

pipe hoses at waist and underframe level. Vehicles adapted
were from lot 30162 built by the Pressed Steel Company
Limited in 1956 and 1957. Once converted they were given
electric vehicle code BV and "multiple-unit" code "TLV.
They were renumbered S68201 - S68206, former numbers
having been M80915/18/22/25/42/51 respectively.
Numbers were carried in the conventional bodyside positions
only. The vans entered service on the Southern in 1968.
The ' T L V ' s were based with the ' M L V ' s at Ramsgate,
and the standard boat train formation became
4Cep/4Bep/4Cep/TLV/MLV with the luggage vans at
the London end of the train. The ' T L V ' s did not last partic-

ularly long though, for trades unionists at Dover could not
agree whether they were multiple-unit vehicles to be
shunted with an 'MLV or loose vehicles to be shunted with

a locomotive. After a period of squabbles the ' T L V ' s were
taken out of service, and were withdrawn in May 1975,
Subsequently, a single 'MLV has appeared to suffice on
all boat trains.
The 'MLV's have been used almost exclusively on boat

trains between Victoria and Dover and Folkestone, though
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they also have some Central Division mail and parcels
workings to Redhill. They used to appear at Bognor Regis
on Sunday newspaper workings. The lack of gangways to
adjoining vehicles makes the vans ideal for use when
security is important, and they see occasional use for the
conveyance of bullion and other precious consignments. So
far as the writer is aware, proposals that the vans be used
to convey passengers' luggage in bond for customs clearance at Victoria have not borne fruit. Prior to Christmas
the vans often see use on special mail trains, and before
the demise of the ' T L V ' s a formation sometimes used was
'MLV/TLV/TLV/2 Hap'. A further use to which the vans
have occasionally been put, for which they are less than
suitable, is as invalid saloons!
The ' M L V ' s are, without doubt, the most utilitarian of
the Southern Electrics (and that's saying something!), but
at the same time they are among the most interesting.
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SOUTHERN MAINTENANCE
PRACTICE, AND 3142

'SCWS'

The notes on the maintenance history of '4Cor' 3142 in

"Live Rail" No 40 prompt some details of Southern maintenance practice in general, and 3142 in particular.

It was the Southern's practice until the late 1960s to
re-varnish bodywork of main line multiple-units at about
two yearly intervals, and to completely repaint and
refurbish, inside and out, at about eight to ten yearly
intervals. Suburban stock tended towards rather longer
periods. A complete repaint and re-trim was described
quite simply as a "paint"; a re-varnish as a "varnish".
Paint dates were shown in yellow figures about one inch

high on the left hand end of the solebar, usually with a
suffix letter indicating the paint manufacturer (D for
Dockers, H for Hadfields, K for Kearsleys, W for Williamsons). Varnish dates, except those from Selhurst, were
shown in rather similar smaller figures, sometimes in
white, thus: V2.52. The "BR Standard" practice of showing dates on body ends was adopted for BR EMU types from
31st December 1953, but not until much later for SR types;
from February 1963 (Lancing and Eastleigh) and from April
1965 (Selhurst). The formula "SP" which shows the due

date for the next paint or varnish and means, quite literally,
"scrape and paint", was added at the same time.
The term "overhaul" needs to be treated with caution in

Southern records.

It referred to electrical and mechanical

parts, not to bodywork, and such overhauls were not shown
by paint brands.
Major body maintenance was mostly dealt with at Lancing
from the late 1920s until the end of 1964. From about 1929
Eastleigh concentrated on new construction, major rebuild
ing and accident repairs. An exceptional period was 1940-
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1953, when there was little or no new work to be done for
quite long periods. Most main line stock was varnished at
Lancing and most suburban units were varnished at SeIhurst.
In later years Selhurst also varnished many '2Hal's. An
"overhaul" or "GO" at Selhurst sometimes coincided with a
varnish job. Varnishing at Selhurst was indicated in the
usual solebar position by a white stencilled brand, thus:
SV 10.59; or for units done in the inspection shop for a few
years in the early 1960s, thus: SI 3.60. From April 1965
Selhurst put its brands on the body ends. Selhurst never
had facilities for major body repairs or refits. Its "varnish"
was often not varnish at all, but a generous coat of gloss
paint!
At any works, varnishing required about a week, whilst a
major refit needed about a month. A "lift", that is body
lifted off bogies, usually implied mechanical overhaul,
usually of the bogies, but not necessarily a paint or re-varnish. Of the codings quoted in LR 40, E1 and E2 correspond
to paint/retrim or C1; A4 corresponds to varnish, C8 under
BR's system until December 1965 and thereafter C6. A1
corresponds to C3, which may be thought of as a "quick
repaint" - a common procedure after the old paint/varnish
procedures were modified in the mid-1960s.
The history of that particular change was that an airless
spray painting process had been adopted in March 1965.
This gave a semi-matt finish which proved unacceptable
because the paint went on too thinly, and did not wear well.
It was replaced by a one-coat, non-drip, hand-brushed
process after about two years.
It should be mentioned that "BR green" in the notes in
LR 40 was two quite different shades. From 1948 to March
1957 the SR variety of BR green was similar to the malachite green introduced in 1940, tending to be darker from
1953 after a brief interlude of bright yellowy green which
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was used on '4EPB' units for a few months in 1952. From
March 1957 a medium olive was used, similar to the DMU
green of other regions.
Workshop brandings included the "station number". Eastleigh and Lancing had been 15 and 41 respectively until
nationalisation, when they became 4015 and 4041. Selhurst
preferred its 'SV' until March 1965, thereafter branding its
varnishings and any intermediate repaints 4067.
"WOL" is something of a mystery as it was not a brand,
but it may have meant "without lifting".
So far as 3142 is concerned, its booked shopping in
March 1957 was anomalous. Due for a varnish, it somehow
got a paint and re-trim, which must account for its later good
condition. It was branded 2.57 D, and not 3.57. It had a
major refit again in July 1962. The GO at Selhurst in March
1972 was late-in-life special electrical and mechanical
attention to keep it going, and marked the only period when
Selhurst and the 'Cor' stock were associated in this way.
'4Res' 3065 is on record as being damaged in a "mishap" at Wimbledon at the end of 1944 or beginning of 1945,
War damage was usually described as an "incident", whilst
"mishap" was, and still is, the euphemism for an accident.
3142 does not feature in the main archival list of wardamage incidents. The possibility, therefore, is that 3065
and 3142 had a mutual crunch in the depot shortly after
3142's return from normal attention at Lancing.
The branded varnish dates of 11773 (3018) included
V5.59, a reminder that dates were frequently put on as
soon as the varnish or paint had dried, regardless of whether
out-shopping might be delayed for other work. The 8.65 10.65 date at Eastleigh probably relates to mechanical and
body checking carried out while it was in store at Micheldever sidings.
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As regards the reference to "Dutch" type bogies, these
are usually referred to in technical literature as "equalising
beam" type. The SR variety was developed in about 1930
and adopted after trials in Holland, presumably under
Dutch stock, as no SR coach was reported as having gone
abroad for the purpose. Equalising beam bogies were fitted
to all ' P u l ' , 'Cit' and 'Bel' coaches, and to 'Pan' pantry
cars. A similar type was used for the motor bogies of the
'Cor', 'Res' and 'Buf' units.
The bogies under the 'Pul' and 'Bel' units were
modified to resemble conventional bogies between the end
of 1956 and the end of 1958, at the rate of about one unit
per month. The bogies were altered at Brighton Locomotive
Works and were exchanged at Peckham Rye Workshops.
Lancing had no facilities for altering bogies, though it may
have been possible to exchange some there for convenience.
3018, including 11773, was dealt with as a complete unit
at Peckham Rye in March 1957. 11773's E2 in May 1957
was a major body refit, for which 3018 was taken out of
service the month before. Its Pullman Car, "Ethel", was
formed into 3023 while the SR coaches of 3018 were in
shops.

In view of this, and the fact that only one part-converted
unit was ever sighted in traffic (another unit in which the
Pullman Car was altered a couple of months after the other
coaches), 11773 is unlikely to have had two "different"
bogies at any one time, whatever the records may say.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
STOCK NOTES

'4EPB' 5264 re-entered service on the SED towards the
end of March, reformed with TS 15258. It is reported as
being un-refurbished. De-icing units 005 & 005 are also
serviceable, their formations being:
005
006

ADB975588 (10981) ADB975589 (10982)
ADB975590 (10833) ADB975591 (10834)

006 ran on a test trip from Selhurst to Eastbourne and back
on 5Apr with '4EPB' 5232. '4Cep' 7208 is out of service
having been damaged at Sevenoaks (qv) and its MBS 61955
is formed in 7177 in place of 61741. '6B' 1036 is formed
with the motor coaches from ' 6 S ' 1001. '4Cep's 7130/74,
7198 are 'on loan' to the SWD to replace some of the 'Vep'
units damaged at West Byfleet (qv).

All of the class 74s have been sold for scrap. The three
class 71s that were stored in a siding near Ashford station
were moved to Stewarts Lane in December. Of these
71 010/11 remain at Stewarts Lane, 71 003 having gone.
920001 (ex '2PEP' 2001) is now at Rugby. The new suburban units to be delivered to the Southern in 1979 are to be
numbered 508001 - 058, and coach numbers will be:
motor second
trailer second
motor brake second

64649 - 64706 (lot 30942)
71483 - 71598 (lots 30943/44)
64707 - 64764 (lot 30945)

There will be two trailer seconds per unit, so apart from the
lack of a guard's van in one motor coach the units will be
formed in the traditional Southern suburban manner.
Following introduction of these units the ' 4 E P B ' s will be
refurbished, though this may involve little more than installation of fluorescent lighting. Consideration is being given
to painting the units "Inter-City" blue and grey, or white
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with a blue waist band, like refurbished DMMUs. The '3H'
units are also to be refurbished, and fitted with gangways
throughout to facilitate 'paytrain' working. These will
also receive a new livery, probably "Inter-City".
Now that units working between Victoria and Gatwick are
diagrammed not to stray onto other services '4Vep' units

7788-99 are to be specially adapted for airport traffic. Certain seats will be replaced by luggage racks, though not in
the same manner as on 7755. Externally the units will be
branded with a special slogan, probably "Inter-City RailAir Link", and have an orange band at cantrail level (in the
position of the 1st class yellow band). Conversion work
will be carried out at Selhurst. Modified units will be
recIassified and renumbered '4Veg' 7901-12. Work started
on 7792 (7905) on 29Mar.

In future SR units are to be given allocation stickers showing
the BR two-letter depot code (and these will be used in
"Live Rail" henceforth). Units from Bournemouth and
Brighton depots have been noted with the new stickers.
' 4 E P B ' 5263 is now reported to have one trailer coach
'smoking' and the other three coaches 'no-smoking'. 5254
has just one motor coach 'smoking' , and this will become
the standard arrangement.
The 'B' below carriage numbers on certain units is not connected with blue asbestos, but indicates that the panelling
is treated with anti-graffiti barrier-cream or varnish.
At the inauguration of the Great Northern electric service
Mr Peter Parker, BRB Chairman, stated that BR and the
Department of Transport were investigating the possibility
of there being a rolling programme of railway electrification
at a rate of 150 route miles per annum for 20 years. Some
of these miles might be on the Southern, particularly if the
'Hastings' units require replacement.
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INTERESTING WORKINGS

During March refurbished '4Cep' 7153 was used on Gatwick
Airport workings, and 7101 was on the SED in exchange.
Throughout February the 0728 Southampton-Waterloo was
formed '4Vep/4Cig' or '8 Cig' vice ' 4 V e p ' . On 11 Mar
the 1850 Charing X-Caterham/Tattenham Cnr was formed
'2EPB' 5565 only, and advertised as dividing at Purley!
'2EPB' 5680 was noted on CD duties on 19Feb. On 20Feb
'4Cep' 7154 worked the 1804 Waterloo-Shepperton, and
was noted again at Waterloo two days later. In contrast the
0624 Waterloo-Reading was '8EPB' on both these days.
On 27Feb the 0643 Ore-London Bdg started from Eastbourne
and was formed '8 Cig' 7360/73 hauled by 73 133, due to a
fault on 7360. The 1643 Winchester-Bournemouth, booked
'4Vep' , was worked by '2 Sap' 5903 on 13Mar. On 31 Mar
the 0944 Victoria-Brighton was formed ' 8 E P B ' 5009/5124.
LMR refurbished DMMU 50692/59301/50708 was at Waterloo
during the early afternoon on 16Feb for official inspection.
During February numerous troop trains were run between
Caterham and Aldershot, and Folkestone West. These were
formed ' 8 V e p ' or ' 8 C e p ' . On 2Feb a special from Victoria to Brighton for the Ford Motor Co was loco-hauled,
including Pullman Car E314E and some Mk Ila FKs. On
11Feb Haymarket's 40173 hauled a railtour from Victoria
to Portsmouth, Ashford and Brighton. 73 119 was used from
Eastbourne to Brighton. Timekeeping was lamentable, and
the 40 was overhauled by a 'Vep' on a stopping service
west of Surbiton! A party of officials made a tour of SWD
suburban lines in saloon TDB975025 on 21Feb. The repeat
"Crosstown" tour to Chessington etc ran on 11 Mar, formed
33 107/408/S1872/406. '4Bep' 7019 was used to convey
the Queen from Victoria to Chichester on 10Mar. A unique
event on 26Mar was a tour to Bognor Regis called "The Man
of Kent" (it did go to Dover too!) hauled by 'Deltic'
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55007 "Pinza", in immaculate condition, 73 127 hauled
the train from Bognor Regis to Littlehampton.
On 26Feb SED services were again diverted to Cannon St,
with an 'EPB' shuttle to Charing X. Chatham line trains
were diverted via Crystal Palace on 4/5Mar. On 12Mar
track relaying between London Bdg and New X meant that
only the No 1 line (down Cannon St) was available for
trains calling at New X. All services ran through New X on
non-platform lines except for a special Bromley NorthLondon Bdg service. This ran every half hour, with single
line working by pilotman between New X and North Kent
East Jn. All Portsmouth-Salisbury services are to be
diverted via Chandlers Ford on 11 & 18 June.
'2 Hap's 6022/23 continued their interminable brake test
trips from Aldershot during March. A number of heating
test trips between London Bdg and Brighton were scheduled
for Feb and March, using various ' 4 C i g ' units, but most
were cancelled. Various locomotives worked test trips over
newly-installed AWS equipment between London and
Dartford on 6 & 7 March.
INCIDENTS

The winter was the most severe since 1963, with heavy
snow falls during February, particularly in Hants and
Dorset. Freezing weather caused difficulties on the Portsmouth Direct and Bournemouth lines on 15/16Feb, but this
was but the prelude. On 19Feb electric trains were not
running west of Southampton, due to heavy snow, and passengers were advised to travel only if absolutely necessary.
A diesel hauled service worked beyond Southampton, but no
trains at all penetrated west of Branksome after 1600. No
trains ran on the Lymington branch all day. On the following day there were still no Lymington trains and the fast
Weymouth trains were all cancelled. Very restricted
services operated west of Southampton and on the Exeter
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line. Most electric trains to Southampton had a 33/1
attached in case power was lost. On some sections of
quadruple track the fast lines were abandoned, and all trains
used the slow lines. Many curious formations were noted,
the most odd being 73 108 hauling '3H' 1124 down past
Vauxhall. Several '3H's were noted in the London area,
apparently on Salisbury line workings. Things improved on
21Feb with regular services between Waterloo and Bournemouth re-instated, though many trains still had diesel
assistance. Things were virtually back to normal on 22Feb.
Other lines affected included Waterloo to Reading; on 20Feb
the 0632 from Reading was 3 hours late at Waterloo as the
driver had had to keep stopping to clear snow and ice off
the conductor rail. The severe weather hampered work in
stabilising the earth slip in the cutting between Surbiton and
Berrylands, which had to continue into early March.
There have been numerous other incidents recently,
including the following:
2Feb: '4Cep' 7168 was derailed at Victoria carriage sidings
with coaches 61722 & 70566 off the rails,
11Feb: De-icer 002 was severely damaged when it hit the
overbridge at Tonbridge station.
26Feb: Trains diverted between Southampton and Romsey
via Chandlers Ford, due to flooding. '4Cep' 7208 on the
0803 Charing X-Ashford was derailed by falling chalk at
the north portal of Sevenoaks Tunnel. Various Hastings
trains were diverted via Edenbridge.
2Mar '8 Sub' 4681/4710 on 0606 ECS New X Gate to
Crystal Palace collided with 33 063 waiting to work the
0557 New X Gate to East Grinstead. The locomotive and
one of the 'Sub's were severely damaged.
4Mar: Maze Hill station was damaged by fire, and closed

for several days.
9Mar: Services disrupted following a power failure at Shortlands signal-box in mid-afternoon.
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15Mar: Down line closed between Kenley and Whyteleafe
from 1620 to 2100 due to a fire. '4EPB' 5230 worked a
shuttle service from Purley on the up line, and most London
trains ran complete to and from Tattenham Corner.
21Mar: '4EPB' 5349 derailed at Grosvenor Road.
22Mar: Chessington trains replaced by buses to/from Motspur Park until late afternoon following derailment of a
coal train at Tolworth at about 0720.
30Mar: Following arrival at Woking the 0856 ECS from
Waterloo, formed '8 Vep' 7716/46, ran away in the wrong
direction on the down fast line. It collided with the hastily
evacuated 09 12 Waterloo-Alton/Basingstoke, formed
'12 Vep' 7718/44&7803, at West Byfleet. All units had
their underframes distorted, and were locomotive-hauled
to Woking yard for detailed examination.
4Apr: A freight train derailed in Chatham Tunnel just after
06 00 when an iron ore wagon deposited its load onto the
track. Both lines were blocked until 1600, but only two
buses could be found to cope with the morning rush hour.
As a result even passengers from Rainham and Sittingbourne were advised to travel to London via Dover!
TIMETABLE NOTES

The new CD timetable is based on the following departures
from London, with corresponding up services.
From Victoria (Mon-Fri)
oo00
oo04
oo05
oo08/38
oo10
oo13
oo13/43
oo17/47

Three Bridges, stopping
Horsham via Mitcham Jn
Bognor via Gatwick, Horsham & Littlehampton
Epsom Downs via Selhurst
Brighton calling at East Croydon only
East Grinstead and Uckfield
Beckenham Jn via Crystal Palace
London Bdg via S London line

oo20/50 Brighton, semi-fast to Gatwick, then all stations
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oo21/51
oo25
oo28/58
oo30
oo34
oo35
oo55

East Croydon via Selhurst
Littlehampton via Hove
West Croydon via Crystal Palace
Bognor and Portsmouth via Gatwick and Horsham
Effingham Jn via Mitcham Jn
Horsham via Gatwick
Eastbourne and Ore

Trains at oo05, oo20, oo35 and oo50 detach a portion at
Gatwick. Other fast services do not convey passengers
between London and Gatwick.
From London Bridge (Mon-Fri)
oo01/31
oo16/46
oo19/49
oo19/49
oo25
oo55

London Bdg via Mitcham Jn , St Helier & Tooting
London Bdg via Tooting, St Helier & Mitcham Jn
Sutton via Forest Hill
Victoria via S London line
Three Bridges via Crystal Palace
East Croydon via Crystal Palace

In addition trains depart Holborn Viaduct for West Croydon
via Selhurst at oo05 & oo35t and Charing X for Caterham
and Tattenham Corner at oo20 & oo50.
Main line services are virtually the same at weekends, save
that the London Bdg-Three Bridges service does not run on
Sundays. Suburban services are reduced and altered, thus:
From Victoria (Sat)
oo04
oo08/38
oo13/43
oo16
oo21/51
oo28/58
oo34

Horsham via Mitcham Jn
Epsom Downs via Selhurst
Beckenham Jn via Crystal Palace
London Bdg via S London line
East Croydon via Selhurst
West Croydon via Crystal Palace
Effingham Jn via Mitcham Jn
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From London Bridge (Sat)
oo08/38
oo19/49
oo19/49
oo23
oo47
oo53

West Croydon via Selhurst
London Bdg via Forest Hill, St Helier & Tooting
London Bdg via Tooting, St Helier & Forest Hill
Three Bridges via Crystal Palace
Victoria via S London line
East Croydon via Crystal Palace

Caterham/Tattenham Corner service is as Mon-Fri.

From Victoria (Sun)
oo04
oo08/38
oo21/51
oo25/55

Horsham via Mitcham Jn
Sutton via Selhurst
East Croydon via Selhurst
West Croydon via Crystal Palace

From London Bridge (Sun)
oo15
oo21
oo25
oo45
oo51

East Croydon via Selhurst
London Bdg via Forest Hill, St Helier & Tooting
London Bdg via Tooting, St Helier & Forest Hill
East Croydon via Crystal Palace
Sutton via Forest Hill

On Sunday there are trains from Charing X to Caterham at
oo20 & oo50, with a connection for Tattenham Corner at
Purley out of the oo50. There is an hourly shuttle between
Streatham Hill and Beckenham Jn connecting out of the
oo55 from Victoria.
'Coastway' services daily from Brighton are:
oo12 Ore (to Eastbourne only on Sundays)
oo13
Portsmouth Hbr Fast (connection at Worthing into
oo25 ex Victoria for stations to Littlehampton;
connection at Barnham into oo05 ex Victoria for
Bognor Regis)
oo32
Eastbourne (connection at Eastbourne into oo55
ex Victoria for principal stations to Ore)
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oo33
oo52
oo53

Portsmouth Hbr Slow (connection at Barnham
into shuttle service to Bognor Regis)
Seaford (provides a connection out of oo55 ex
Victoria at Lewes)
Littlehampton Slow (connection at Littlehampton
into oo05 ex Victoria for stations to Bognor Regis)

An unwelcome feature of the new timetable is the later

starting times of suburban services on Saturday, in some
cases by over an hour later. Trains at oo55 or oo53 from
London Bdg to East Croydon use the down relief line between Norwood Jn and Windmill Bridge Jn, the first time

that this has been used by passenger services for many
years. Until 1 Oct there will be a two-hourly service between Oxted and Uckfield on Sundays, with the TonbridgeUckfield service reduced to running two-hourly in alternate
hours.
Interesting stock workings, Mon-Fri, include:
'4 Sub' from Holborn Viaduct: 1605 W Croydon; 1627,1726
1747 Sutton
'4Sub' via St Helier: 0617,0732,0839 Wimbledon-London
Bdg; 0535,0616,0831,0846,1601 London Bdg-London Bdg;
1735 London Bdg-Wimbledon; 0646,0716,0746 London Bdg
-Victoria; 1720,1750 Victoria-London Bdg; 1949 Saturday
only London Bdg-London Bdg. 'Sub's are unpopular on the
"Wall of Death" as they have no starting bell. The driver

has to cross his cab at all the island platforms to see the
"right away" signal, which is inconvenient, and increases
station time.
The 1745 Norwood Jn-London Bdg is a DEMU working.
Loco-hauled trains on the Oxted line: 0729, 1553 East
Croydon-E Grinstead; 0725,0801,0825,0909,16 59 East
Grinstead-London Bdg; 1735,1750,1821 London Bdg-East
Grinstead; 1720 London Bdg-Uckfield; 1912 Uckfield-Oxted
There are no more locomotive-hauled passenger services on
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the Reading-Tonbridge line. All Redhill-Reigate shuttle
services are DEMU-worked (mainly ' 3 H ' ) except 2325 &
0014 from Redhill.
An odd feature of timetable presentation is that as a result
of the "and at the same minutes past each hour until" format
the fast Saturday trains between Waterloo and Dorking
appear only in footnotes to tables 152 & 180, despite being
the best trains of the day!
The new CD headcodes are much more systematic than the
old ones, and many little used codes are abandoned. Full
details are in the new SEG Headcode List.
On the SWD Chessington now has a half hourly service
again on Sundays, probably for zoo traffic.
The "Night Ferry" through service will probably be withdrawn
in September. The initiative for this is believed to come
from the French. BR would eventually like to work this
service with their own Mk III sleeping cars.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Channel Tunnel: The Chancellor of the Exchequer recently
expressed fresh interest in the "Chunnel", and BR and
SNCF are reported to be examining a proposal for a "cheap"
single bore tunnel. This would cost £500m, 25% of the
cost of the 1974 project, and would not include facilities
for a car ferry service. It is possible that the cost would
largely by found from EEC funds.
Dover: A new hoverport to accommodate the extended
SRN4s, and the French N500 craft, is to be completed by
July. It is located to the north of Dover Harbour.
Teston : The signal-box was abolished on 12Mar, and the
level crossing is now supervised by CCTV from Wateringbury box.
Tonbridge: Passenger-operated ticket machines came into
use on 6Mar. Adult and child, single and day-return
tickets are issued to 24 destinations, including London SR.
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A new design of ticket, 2½in square printed red and white
with black overprinting, is used.
Fawkham Jn: The connections to the Southfleet branch
have been removed.
Gillingham (Kent): The booking office is being rebuilt.
Dartford: Departure indicators at stations in the Dartford
area are to be computer-controlled from Dartford signal-box.
Elmers End : The connection to platform 4., the Hayes bay,
was reinstated in late January. This was removed about
two years ago.
Shepherds Lane (Brixton): The up main to up relief turnout
was re-laid about 150m nearer Victoria on 4/5Mar.
Angerstein Wharf: Stone for use in the Thames Barrage
being constructed at Woolwich is being consigned to Angerstein Wharf from Merehead, Somerset and Caldon Low,
Staffordshire. It is offloaded onto barges for delivery to
the construction site. The Merehead stone is quite small,
but individual blocks weighing up to 6 tons are received from
Caldon Low. These are conveyed on a bed of crushed limestone in plate wagons.
Charing Cross: The restaurant in the Charing Cross Hotel
was recently renamed the "Betjeman Restaurant" in honour
of the Poet Laureate. Sir John officiated at a re-opening
ceremony.
London Bridge: The old buildings and canopies on platforms
5 & 6 are being demolished. The new concourse is taking
shape west of the CD platforms, and the new booking office
was scheduled to open on 16Apr. The station is to be
officially re-opened on 15Dec by the Bishop of Southwark.
Victoria: Platform 15 was closed for alteration throughout
February, and the buffers of 12 & 13 were moved back on 5
Feb. By the end of March the abandoned track beds at the
north end of platforms 9-15 were concreted over. Work is
now in hand moving back the train departure indicator. The
turntable pit has been filled in. Work started on construction of a temporary Continental Travel Centre outside the
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SED station, but was stopped when it was realised that
planning permission was necessary, but not applied for.
BR have recently turned down an offer from one Jennings
P. Felix of Seattle USA, who wished to buy Victoria in
order to turn it into an antique shop! It is not known
whether Mr Felix intended to move the station to the US.
Battersea: Turnouts for the new Culvert Road Jn were
installed in early April.
Uckfield: Temporary electric lights have replaced the gas
ones. The down platform canopy has been demolished.
Gatwick Airport : The new up local line serving the widened
platform was brought into use on 23Mar. The signal-box was
to be abolished on 28/29Apr, the area coming under the
control of Three Bridges box. In connection with this certain
lines are renamed thus: down loop becomes down platform
loop; reversible becomes up local; and up local becomes
up platform loop. The down and up local lines and up platform loop are to be signalled for reversible working. One
effect of the alterations will be to transfer the Through to
Local crossovers to the north of the station as single leads.
The speed limit between Earlswood and Balcome Tunnel Jn
has been reduced from 85mph to 75mph.
Seaford Branch: The booking office at Bishopstone has been
transferred from the down to the up platform, as only the
latter is now in use. Nearly all of the former down line
between Newhaven Harbour and Seaford has been lifted.
Both starting signals at Seaford are now colour lights.
Lancing: Only one of the down sidings remains in situ.
Warblington: The signal-box was abolished on 19Mar, and
semaphore signals replaced by colour lights. The level
crossing is supervised by means of CCTV from Havant box,
and full lifting barriers have been installed.
Waterloo: To facilitate track layout improvements platforms
1 & 2 have been reduced to 8 coach lengths. There is now
no access from the main through lines to platforms 1-3.
Camberley: Fowles No 1 crossing, between Camberley and
Frimley, has been abolished.
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Isle of Wight: The canopy on the up island platform at
Sandown has been demolished, and a private-enterprise
buffet has opened in the former refreshment room. New
buildings are under construction on the down platform at
Ryde Esplanade.
A.W.S.: Standard AWS came into use between Raynes
Park and Chessington South and Epsom on 8Jan, between
Guildford and North Camp on 15Jan, and between Slade
Green and Lewisham, and North Kent East Jn and Charlton
on 12Mar. SRAWS is being removed from signals between
Christchurch and Totton.
CORRIGENDA

LR41 p58 The first post-electrification suicide on the Isle
Wight occurred in the first week of electric
services, when a woman jumped off a bridge.
p59 Griddle services were available on Brighton line
trains for many years prior to the demise of the
"Brighton Belle".
p60 The up canopy at Selsdon blew down, and the
down one was later removed. Only down trains
can presently run between the Tooting line and
the SWD platforms at Wimbledon. Up trains
have to cross from the SWD to CD lines at
Wimbledon ' C ' .
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Front: ' 4 V e p ' 7843 is seen approaching Redhill at the
head of the 1544 Victoria to Brighton on 4 April 1974.
Rear: ' 2 B i l ' 2086 leads the 1430 Brighton to Littlehampton into Fishersgate on 1 June 1971. The unit is in
blue livery, but still has its whistle; it was the last unit
to be fitted with air horns. The Brighton and Littlehampton trains were withdrawn in 1972, but are re-introduced with the new Central Division timetable.
Both units show a headcode that no longer means what it
did when the photographs were taken.
.
.
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